HAMMERS & ANTI-SPARK HAMMERS FOR WORKING AT HEIGHT

HAMMERS

All Stopdrop Tooling Hammers for Working at Height feature permanent shackle attachment points allowing you to safely attach the Hammer to yourself or a work structure via lanyard. The Hi-Vis Yellow head adds instant on site identification. It also features an unbreakable design with a steel core which prevents breaking during overstrikes. The Non-slip grip and textured handle ensures grip while striking. Our Sledge & Lump Hammers also have flat heads conveniently designed to stand upright for easy reach and an anti-shock neck ergonomically designed to prevent injury from repeated use.

SLEDGE
Weight Range: 6lb/2.7kg - 14lb/6.4kg
Handle Length Range: 24" - 30"

LUMP
Weight Range: 2.5lb/1.1kg - 6lb/2.7kg
Handle Length Range: 12" - 16"

BALL PEIN
Weight Range: 24oz/700g - 40oz/1135g
Handle Length Range: 14"

HAMMER EXPANSION DRAWER

Stopdrop Tooling Hammers Expansion Drawer for Working at Height. This can be fitted into an empty drawer of our static kits.

CONTENTS

HAMMERS & STRIKING: 12lb 30” Sledge Hammer, 10lb 30” Sledge Hammer, 8lb 24” Sledge Hammer, 6lb 24” Sledge Hammer, 4lb 12” Lump Hammer, 2.5lb 12” Lump Hammer, 40oz 14” Ball Pein Hammer & 32oz 14” Ball Pein Hammer.
LANYARDS: 1.5m Heavy Duty Wire Lanyard x2.
ANTHI-SPARK HAMMERS

Our Anti-Spark Hammer Heads are made from Copper Beryllium, which is non-sparking but physically tough and nonmagnetic. It can be safely be used in environments where there are explosive vapours and gases, such as on oil rigs. Copper Beryllium fulfils the demands of ATEX directive for use in Zone 0, 1, and 2. All Stopdrop Tooling Anti-Spark Hammers for Working At Height feature permanent shackle attachment points allowing you to safely attach the Hammer to yourself or a work structure via lanyard. It also features an unbreakable design with a steel core which prevents breaking during overstrikes. The Non-slip grip and textured handle ensures grip while striking. Our Anti-Spark Sledge & Lump Hammers also feature flat heads conveniently designed to stand upright for easy reach and an anti-shock neck ergonomically designed to prevent injury from repeated use.

SLEDGE
Weight Range: 7lb/3.2kg
Handle Length Range: 16” - 30”

LUMP
Weight Range: 2lb/0.9kg - 4lb/1.8kg
Handle Length Range: 12”

BALL PEIN
Weight Range: 24oz/700g
Handle Length Range: 14”

STRIKING TOOLS

Flogging Wrenches
Chisel
Punch/Chisel Holder
Pin Punches

1m Wire Lanyard With Locking Screwgate Carabiners
SDLANWIRE10

1.5m Heavy Duty Wire Lanyard With Locking Screwgate Carabiners
SDWIRE80

- **Permanent Attachment Points**: All hammers feature permanent shackle attachment points allowing you to safely secure the Hammer to a work structure.
- **Non-slip grip**: The Non-slip grip and textured handle secure your grip while striking.
- **Strength**: All hammers feature an unbreakable design with a steel core preventing breaking during overstrikes.
- **Engraving**: All tools come laser engraved with your choice of identifier, with up to 13 characters, for example: the rig name, team name or department as well as colour coded sleeving as standard.
- **Designed with function in mind**: Our Hammers have flat heads conveniently designed to stand upright for easy reach and an anti-shock neck ergonomically designed to prevent injury from repeated use.

SAFE TOOLING FOR WORKING AT HEIGHT

For more information on all of these products or to request a quote please log onto our website: stopdroptooling.com

Contact us on: (UK) +44 (0)1924 465 270
(USA) +1 281 492 0304
or via email: info@stopdroptooling.com